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A B S T R A C T   

Nanoindentation, the most widely-used probe for small-scall mechanical property evaluation, has been 
increasingly adopted for exploring the local behavior of shape memory alloys (SMAs). Herein, we explore the 
influence of the testing parameters (i.e., peak load, indenter radius, loading/unloading rate, and cyclic loading) 
on the superelastic behavior of a Ni-Ti SMA at room temperature, at which it is in the austenitic state, during 
spherical nanoindentation. The possible underlying mechanisms for measured response due to each of the testing 
parameters are discussed in terms of the roles of forward/reverse stress-induced phase transformations, dislo-
cation activity, latent heat evolution, and geometric compatibility of the interfaces during the post-yield 
deformation.   

Since the discovery that the equiatomic NiTi exhibits fully reversible 
stress-induced phase transformation, shape memory alloys (SMAs) have 
attracted considerable attention, both from the scientific and techno-
logical perspectives. They now find applications in automotive, aero-
space, biomedical, and robotics industries [1–4]. In most cases, the sizes 
of the SMA components or devices are generally small (and likely to get 
smaller in future), which makes precise measurement of their ‘small 
volume’ properties and their local variations in SMAs more technolog-
ically relevant. Nanoindentation technique is apt for probing this. 
Consequently, the superelastic (SE) (or pseudoelastic) characteristics of 
SMAs has been widely investigated using room-temperature nano-
indentation experiments. Variations in properties including energy 
dissipation [5–8], microstructure [9,10], hardness impression [11–14], 
indentation depth [15–22], and constitutive relation [23–26] were 
explored. In this context, it is important to note that the results from 
nanoindentation experiments are often sensitive to the testing condi-
tions. Their influence on the result is generally NOT an experimental 
artifact, but mostly caused by intrinsic nature of the material being 
probed. Therefore, a systematic and thorough investigation into such 
effects is essential for obtaining the data appropriate for the purpose of 
the design. Keeping this in view, here we systematically examined 

examine the influence of various indentation variables (peak load, 
indenter radius, loading/unloading rate, and cyclic loading) on the 
small-scale superelastic behavior of a NiTi SMA (one of the most 
popularly used SMAs) through a series of spherical nanoindentation 
experiments, and the revealed results are discussed in terms of the 
governing deformation mechanisms. 

The SMA sample utilized here is a Ni-49.1Ti (at%) solid-solution 
alloy (having average grain size of ~ 60 μm, as shown in Fig. S1 of 
Supplementary Material) that was solution treated at 950 ◦C for 2 h and 
then water quenched. X-ray diffraction (XRD; Rigaku, Ultima IV) pattern 
obtained at 18 ◦C (see inset of Fig. 1a) confirms B2 structure austenite, 
implying austenite finish temperature, Af, is below 18 ◦C and thus SE can 
be observed at room temperature (~ 25 ◦C). The austenite state of the 
alloy is further confirmed using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC; 
TA, DSC2010). Results displayed in Fig. 1a show only a pair of endo-
thermic and exothermic peaks, indicating that the alloy has a one-step 
phase transition of B2-B19’ [27]. 

Nanoindentation experiments were performed using the 
Nanoindenter-XP (KLA) instrument with three different spherical in-
denters with tip radii, R, of 1.84, 11.51, and 34.94 μm (determined by 
Hertzian contact analysis of indentations made on fused quartz 
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samples). All the probed surfaces were vibration-polished beforehand 
with 0.02 μm colloidal silica. More than 10 indentations were conducted 
for each condition. The microstructures of the region underneath the 
indenter were examined using transmission electron microscopy (TEM; 
FEI Co., Tecnai F20). Focused ion beam (FIB; FEI Co., Nova 200 Nano-
Lab) milling was performed to obtain TEM specimen at the vertical 
cross-sections of the deformed regions right underneath the indenter. 

Fig. 1b shows the representative indentation load-displacement 
(P–h) curves (for R = 11.51 and 1.84 μm) obtained at different peak 
loads, Pmax. The reproducibility of the indentation results is attested by 
the overlap of the loading curves obtained with different Pmax. The inset 
confirms that even the indentation response obtained with the lowest 
Pmax (10 mN) is not fully elastic. In the nanoindentation tests of SMAs, 
the ratio of depth recovery after unloading (i.e., (hmax − hf) /hmax where 
hmax and hf are the maximum and final displacements, respectively) is 
often taken as a proxy indicator for SE [15,18,19,20,26]. Note that to 
account for the slight h change, which occurs due to the thermal drift 
during the correction process at 0.1Pmax, hf was determined by fitting the 
early 90 % part of unloading curve (i.e., unloading part shown in Fig. 1b) 
with P vs. h2 relation. 

Deformation underneath the indenter: Typical uniaxial loading- 
unloading stress-strain response of the NiTi SMA at a temperature 
above Af is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2a where governing mech-
anisms for each sequence are also mentioned. Note that dislocation slip 
in austenite can occur during stress-induced martensitic transformation 
(SIMT) of some NiTi SMAs (e.g., nanocrystalline or ultrafine-grained Ni- 
Ti wire samples [28]). For the examined SMA in this study, however, the 
critical stress for SIMT is less than the yield stress of austenite, and 
plastic deformation of austenite cannot precede SIMT [29–31]. Upon 
loading, post-yield deformation is governed by two independent 
mechanisms [32–34]: (a) SIMT from B2 to B19’ and (b) dislocation glide 
within the stress-induced martensite (SIM). Unlike the latter, the former 
can be almost completely recovered by the reverse transformation after 
removing the applied stress. Initial elastic deformation is followed by 
straining via SIMT (often observed as a plateau in stress-strain curve). 
Then, at the end of the plateau, dislocation slip occurs in SIM, which, in 
turn, stabilizes it by hindering the reverse motion of the interfaces 
during unloading. In the first stage of the unloading curve, the strain 
recovery occurs due to the reorientation and elastic recovery of SIM. In 
the following plateau stage, the strain recovery is mainly caused by the 
reverse transformation from SIM to austenite. Then, at the end of the 
plateau, the elastic recovery of austenite begins. 

During indentation, a steep spatial variation in the stress and strain 
distributions underneath the indenter can exist [35,36]. Therefore, the 
mechanisms described in Fig. 2a can be in operation simultaneously at 
different locations. The most likely microstructure underneath a 
spherical indenter is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2b. It was arrived at 

on the basis of mechanisms suggested in literature, for the 
widely-reported microstructure of tensile-deformed SMAs (phase 
transformation dislocations, PTDs [26], statistically stored dislocations, 
SSDs [26], and SIMs [37]) combined with that for the general distri-
bution of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) distribution un-
derneath a spherical indenter [38]. Note that the orientations of residual 
SIMs are random and do not strictly correspond to the distribution of 
dislocations [37,39]. Such microstructural evolution is partly confirmed 
the representative TEM image (Fig. 2c) obtained from the deformed 
region underneath the indenter, directly demonstrating the distribution 
of dislocations and the morphology of residual SIMs. In the highly 
stressed region right below the indenter, dislocation density is the 
highest with simultaneous existence of the lath-like residual SIMs. 

As illustrated in Fig. 2b, the governing mechanism can be catego-
rized into three groups, depending on the applied stress level. In the 
regions of relatively low stresses, the following three different defor-
mation mechanisms can operate simultaneously: elastic deformation of 
austenite, SIMT, and elastic deformation and/or reorientation of SIM. 
When SIMT occurs, it was observed experimentally that PTDs are 
generated during the movement of the austenite-martensite interfaces 
due to the poor geometric compatibility at the developing interface 
[40–42]. They can resist the reverse motion of the interfaces during 
unloading, resulting in residual SIM. 

Based on the above scenario, it is possible that, in the relatively low 
stress regions, the inelastic strains caused by PTDs (and thus residual 
SIM) are unrecoverable, whereas the strains caused by the deformation 
of austenite and SIM are fully recovered. In the regions of higher 
stresses, a larger proportion of austenite would have undergone SIMT. At 
the same time, glide of SSDs could occur in some SIMs. In the most 
highly stressed regions, there should be only SIM and plasticity through 
dislocation glide occurs within it. Furthermore, since such regions are 
right below the indenter, GNDs are the most actively generated, which 
also impede the reverse transformation (as PTDs do) and result in re-
sidual SIM. As expected, dislocation glide within SIMs is a crucial source 
of nonrecoverable strain remaining after unloading. 

Effect of indentation load Unlike the indentation with a sharp tip 
(such as Vickers), that performed with a spherical indenter is not 
geometrically self-similar, i.e., for a given R, the stress distribution un-
derneath it evolves with increasing P. A possible way to obtain 
geometrically similar indentation is using indenters with different R. If 
the indentation strain, εi (given by εi = 0.2(ac /R) where ac is the contact 
radius [43,44]) is maintained constant, the mean contact pressure (i.e., 
hardness) may be constant and the indentations are geometrically 
similar [45]. Thus, the nanoindentation results obtained with indenters 
of different radii can be directly compared at the same εi instead of the 
same Pmax or hmax. Fig. 3 summarizes the variations in recovery ratio (at 
given loading rates marked in the figure) as a function of εi achieved at 

Fig. 1. (a) DSC curves of solution-treated Ni-49.1Ti alloy (with inset showing XRD pattern), and (b) representative P–h curves obtained at different Pmax (for R = 1.84 
and 11.51 μm). 
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various Pmax. In the figure, only three datasets are provided for R =
34.94 μm because the recovery ratios for 200 and 300 mN already 
reached almost 100 %, while the loading and unloading curves obtained 
at a lower load (e.g., 100 mN) are too close to each other making it 
difficult to estimate recovery ratio in an accurate manner. Two features 
are evident in Fig. 3. First, for all three R, the recovery ratio is reduced 
with increasing Pmax and εi. Second, at a given εi, the recovery ratio is 
more pronounced for a larger R. 

The observed reduction in recovery ratio with increasing Pmax and εi 

for a given R, is in agreement with the literature data [15,19,26]. It can 
be explained in consideration of tensile behavior in Fig. 2a. Although 
there might be severe stress and strain gradients underneath the 
indenter, each point experiences independently a series of different 
deformation mechanisms following the manner described in Fig. 2a; i.e., 
elastic deformation of pristine austenite, SIMT, and dislocation glide 
within SIMs. As Pmax increases, (1) at a given point, the probability of 
nonrecoverable deformation increases and (2) the 
nonrecoverably-deformed volume becomes enlarged, which results in a 
decrease in the recovery ratio. 

Effect of indenter radius As shown in Fig. 3, the recovery ratio for a 
larger R at a given εi is higher than that for a smaller R, which is 
consistent with the previous report by Kumar et al. [26]. This new case of 
size effect can be understood in a similar manner to that used for 
explaining indentation size effect (ISE) during spherical indentation [46, 
47]. In the ISE theory, the average density of GNDs is inversely pro-
portional to R; for a smaller R, the density is larger. As mentioned 
earlier, in SMAs, different kinds of dislocations including PTDs, SSDs, 
and GNDs impede the reverse transformation that results in some re-
sidual SIM upon unloading. Therefore, smaller density of GNDs under-
neath a larger indenter may lead to a smaller amount of residual SIM, 
resulting in a higher recovery ratio. It is noteworthy that the R effect is 
exponentially decaying with R value, implying the ISE is much clearer 
for small R [46,47]. A good example can be found in Ref. [15] where for 
two large R (213.4 and 106.7 μm), there is an insignificant difference in 
the recovery ratio at a given εi, although the reason behind was not 
provided in that paper. 

Effect of indentation rate The recovery ratios for two different R 
(1.84 and 11.51 μm) as a function of the loading and unloading rate are 
summarized in Fig. 4. Since the adopted Pmax was 3 and 50 mN (cor-
responding to εi of ~ 6 and 5 %, respectively) for R of 1.84 and 11.51 
μm, respectively, the examined range of the rates were quite different for 
two R. It is evident in Fig. 4 that as the loading rate decreases, the 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagrams of (a) deformation mechanisms in uniaxial tension and (b) structural change during spherical indentation (SIMs: stress-induced mar-
tensites; PTDs: phase transformation dislocations; GNDs: geometrically necessary dislocations; SSDs: statistically stored dislocations). (c) Representative TEM image 
showing the deformed microstructure underneath the indenter (for R = 11.51 μm, Pmax = 70 mN, dP/dt = 8 mN/s). 

Fig. 3. Recovery ratio as a function of the indentation load and strain for 
different indenter radii. 
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recovery ratio increases. In addition, a comparison of the TEM images 
obtained from the deformed regions (made with for two different rates, 
Figs. 2c and S2 for the loading/unloading rates of 8 and 2 mN/s, 
respectively) reveals that with reducing the rates, the dislocation density 
decreases significantly, and there is no residual SIMs. This result may be 
explained as follows. 

Effect of loading rate: A higher loading rate has an effect on SIMT from 
the kinetics point of view. Not enough time is allowed for the stabili-
zation of the interfaces between the two phases. As a result, and due to 
sub-optimized growth orientation of SIM within the parent austenite 
phase, the dislocation density within them will be higher [48]. This 
enhanced dislocation activity during SIMT may lead to a lower recovery 
ratio. 

Effect of unloading rate: The latent heat stored in the stressed volume 
plays a significant role in the reverse transformation from SIM to 
austenite upon unloading. The reverse transformation is an endothermic 
process; the interface retreats and the transformed volume returns to 
austenitic phase by absorbing the latent heat [27]. Since heat conduc-
tion is a highly rate-dependent kinetic phenomenon in the unloading 
stage [8], an increase in unloading rate leads to insufficient supply of 
heat required for the reverse transformation, which, in turn, results in 
increased amount of residual SIM and thus a reduced recovery ratio. 

Effect of cyclic loading Fig. 5a shows the representative P–h curves 
(for R = 11.51 μm) recorded during cyclic indentations where Pmax and 
loading/unloading rate were fixed as 30 mN (corresponding to εi of ~ 

3.6 %) and 2 mN/s, respectively. For clarity, the inset of Fig. 5a exhibits 
each indentation cycle separately. As seen, a large hysteresis loop forms 
in the first cycle, but the loops degenerate in the following cycles. The 
variation of the dissipated energy, determined from the area of the loop 
in each cycle, with the number of cycles is shown in Fig. 5b. It is evident 
that during the early cycles, the dissipated energy decreases dramati-
cally, e.g., the dissipated energy (~ 0.33 nJ) of the second cycle is much 
lower than that (~ 0.53 nJ) of the first cycle. Then, the decreasing trend 
gradually slows down. This behavior is similar to the results from 
superelastic cycling tests under uniaxial tension [30]. 

During cyclic indentations, SIM undergoes repeated reorientation to 
achieve the most favorable orientation for nucleation and growth from 
the austenitic phase [49,50]. This process gradually improves the 
geometrical compatibility at the interface between the martensite and 
austenite; a good compatibility significantly reduces the internal friction 
(which the dissipated energy is mainly used to overcome), caused by the 
back-and-forth movement of the interface during the phase trans-
formation [35,51,52]. Note that differentiating cyclic work hardening 
from SMA characteristics is very difficult, since no matter how cyclic 
deformation happens in a SMA, cyclic work hardening occurs upon the 
process [30,53]. The key dislocation activity during cyclic loading in the 
present context is the generation of PTDs. As the cycle number increases, 
more PTDs are generated, but their generation rate gradually decreases 
due to the improvement of the geometric compatibility and cyclic work 
hardening. As a result, the dissipation energy related to the enhanced 
dislocation activity shows a similar increasing trend, but is much smaller 
than the decrease in dissipation energy caused by the former (improved 
interfacial compatibility). Subsequently, both the improvement in the 
compatibility and the increase in PTDs reach saturation, resulting in the 
observed trend of the dissipation energy. 

In summary, here a parametric evaluation of the small-scale 
superelastic behavior of a NiTi SMAs via spherical nanoindentation is 
conducted, in terms of controllable indentation parameters. As the 
experimental results show, the peak load, indenter radius, loading/ 
unloading rate, and cyclic loading affect the measured response in 
different ways. The observed trends can be rationalized by recourse to 
the roles of forward and reverse SIMT, dislocation activities, absorption 
of latent heat, and geometric compatibility between two phases 
(martensite and austenite) in the post-yield deformation. Based on the 
indentation parameters examined, appropriate testing condition for a 
proper characterization of the superelasticity and its effect in SMAs 
utilizing nanoindentation can be identified. For instance, for examining 
the maximum extent of superelasticity, it is necessary to utilize an 
indenter having a large radius (to reduce the amount of GNDs) and very 
low loading- and unloading-rates (to weaken the dislocation activities 

Fig. 4. Recovery ratios as a function of loading and unloading rate for two 
different indenter radii (R = 1.84 and 11.51 μm). 

Fig. 5. Results from cyclic indentation tests; (a) representative P–h curves (with inset showing the unloading-reloading cycle separately for clarity) and (b) the 
dissipated energy as a function of the number of cyclic loading. 
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during SIMT and supply sufficient heat for the reverse transformation). 
Although not covered in the present paper, a precise estimation of global 
stress-strain relation (especially the unloading part) using spherical 
indentation (following the limited previous works [23–26]) deserves 
attention in future research considering its significance for linking local 
microscopic property to global macroscopic performance in SMAs. 
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